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An information sheet for exhibitors

Trade fairs refl ect the market and concentrate an industry’s entire 
range of products. Thus, trade fairs provide a comprehensive over-
view for visitors as well as for exhibitors themselves. Nowhere else 
is it easier to compare your own products with those of competitors 
than at trade fairs. It comes as no surprise that exhibitors often 
only become aware of unauthorised copies of their products when 
at trade fairs.

When are copies illegal?
In Germany the basic principle of freedom to copy applies. 
That means that, in principle, everyone may copy other products, 
processes and brands.

Only the owner of special intellectual property rights can forbid 
a third party to reproduce and commercially exploit his protected 
product or protected brand. In addition to prohibiting the manu-
facture of goods that owner can also prohibit a third party from 
marketing, advertising or offering unauthorised copies for sale. 
Furthermore, he can demand the party infringing his intellectual 
property rights to desist from copying his products and can also 
demand compensation for goods already sold. He has a right to 
information on the origin of the products and can even call for the 
destruction of any existing goods.

What are intellectual property rights?
Protection rights include, among others 

Patents
Patents are granted for inventions which are: new, based on an 
inventive activity and commercially applicable. A patent grants the 
inventor the right, for a specifi ed period of time, to prevent others 
from using, producing, selling or importing his invention. In return, 
the inventor must disclose the details of his invention in a patent 
specifi cation which is accessible to everyone.

Utility models
As with a patent, anything registered as a utility model must be 
new, based on an invention and must be commercially exploitable. 
It can be quicker and more cost-effective to register a utility model 
than a patent. However, registration of a utility model takes place 
without it being checked for novelty or whether it constitutes an 
act of invention. Thus it is possible that the rights to a registered 
utility model may be fi ctitious and cannot be enforced in the event 
of a dispute.

Brands
All symbols, particularly words, illustrations or presentations, can 
be protected as a brand which lend themselves to distinguishing 
the goods or services of a company from those of other companies.

Registered designs
A registered design can be used to protect a new product design. 
As with a utility model, the German Patent and Trademark Offi ce 
does not check whether the registered design actually fulfi ls mate-
rial protection requirements (in particular, novelty and uniqueness).
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What can I do before the trade fair starts?
When preparing for a trade fair you can take steps in advance to 
avoid unpleasant surprises later on. Accordingly, you should fi rst 
of all contact a lawyer. In order to ensure a product or a brand is 
protected against imitation you must own the protective rights. You 
should bring all the documents to the trade fair which prove that 
you own the intellectual property rights (originals or authenticated 
copies of the protective rights certifi cate as well as, if necessary, 
previously obtained declarations to cease and desist, or court 
judgements against the party responsible for unauthorised copies). 
Furthermore, you should make sure that, if necessary, you can con-
tact a lawyer at the venue of the event, even at the weekend.

If you are in possession of actual information that a competitor 
intends to exhibit unauthorised copies of your protected products 
you can submit an application for goods to be seized at the national 
border prior to the trade fair. In such cases customs authorities may 
remove goods infringing intellectual property rights from circula-
tion – even after they have crossed the border.

What can I do during the trade fair?
If you notice at a fair that pirate copies of your protected products 
are being exhibited, with the support of your lawyer, you can issue 
the copying party with a warning and offer the opportunity to make 
a declaration of discontinuance subject to penalty. Should the 
copying party not be prepared to sign such a declaration, with the 
help of a court’s interim injunction, you can forbid the copying 
party exhibiting the products which infringe your protection rights.

What can I do if I have no protection right?
In exceptional cases, the imitation of goods can also be illegal 
even without the existence of protection rights under the terms 
of law against unfair competition. This presupposes that a busi-
nessman imitates a product of a competitor with a competitively 
unique feature and offers it for sale on the market. Furthermore, 
there must be special circumstances which make the behaviour of 
the businessman appear unfair. Only if these strict prerequisites ex-
ist, the principle of the freedom to copy is broken by this protection 
provided by competition law.

What can the trade fair organizer do?
Trade fair organisers in Germany will gladly help ensure your 
participation in a trade fair is a success. Therefore, you should notify 
the organisers before any legal disputes on the exhibition grounds 
arise. Only then can the organisers act as arbitrators in a dispute. 
However, they cannot enforce your rights against third parties as 
they do not own the protective rights. Thus, the organisers are 
strictly not empowered to close any exhibitors’ stands until they are 
in receipt of an enforceable title. 

Further information at:
- German Patent and Trademark offi ce: www.dpma.de
- Central Bureau of intellectual property rights: https://www.zoll.  
 de/DE/Fachthemen/Verbote-Beschraenkungen/Gewerblicher-
 Rechtsschutz/gewerblicher-rechtsschutz_node.html
- Chamber of Patent Attorneys: www.patentanwalt.de
- German Anti-Counterfeiting Associacion: 
 www.markenpiraterie-apm.de 
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